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ABSTRACT Cell-mediated compaction of the extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a critical role in tissue engineering, wound
healing, embryonic development, and many disease states. The ECM is compacted as a result of cellular traction forces. We
hypothesize that a cell mechanically remodels the nearby ECM until some target conditions are obtained, and then the cell stops
compacting. A key feature of this hypothesis is that ECM compaction primarily occurs in the pericellular region and the properties
of the ECM in the pericellular region govern cellular force generation. We developed a mathematical model to describe the
amount of macroscopic compaction of cell-populated collagen gels in terms of the initial cell and collagen densities, as well
as the final conditions of the pericellular environment (defined as the pericellular volume where the collagen is compacted
(V*) and the mass of collagen within this volume (m*)). This model qualitatively predicts the effects of varying initial cell and
collagen concentrations on the extent of gel compaction, and by fitting V* and m*, provides reasonable quantitative agreement
with the extent of gel compaction observed in experiments with endothelial cells and fibroblasts. Microscopic analysis of
compacted gels supports the assumption that collagen compaction occurs primarily in the pericellular environment.
INTRODUCTION
Cell-mediated compaction of the extracellular matrix (ECM)

is a critical component of the wound-healing process (1,2),

engineering of tissue equivalents (3,4), embryonic develop-

ment (5), and fibrotic disease states (6,7). The primary

driving force of ECM compaction during wound healing is

traction force exerted by fibroblasts and myofibroblasts at

the site of injury (2,8–10). The strength of these forces is

affected by the presence of local soluble factors, as seen in

the changes that occur as wound healing progresses (6).

A number of studies have utilized cell-mediated compaction

of collagen gels to investigate the mechanisms and

mechanics that regulate ECM compaction (7–10).

In a general sense, a cell-populated gel compacts because

the gel is not in mechanical equilibrium. If the traction forces

exerted by the cells are greater than the elastic forces the

ECM mesh can resist, the gel will begin to compact. Gel

compaction stops when the cell-derived traction is counter-

balanced by the resisting elastic force in the ECM. As the

gel is compacted, it is deformed from its initial zero stress

state and the elastic modulus of the gel increases. Thus, a

reasonable initial hypothesis is that cell traction remains

approximately constant, and the resisting elastic force in

the ECM increases until it balances the cell traction. How-

ever, early quantitative models of cell-mediated compaction

of a viscoelastic ECM gel based on these assumptions do not

fit the available experimental data (7). It has been proposed
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that agreement with experimental data could be improved

if cell traction decreased as the gels compacted (7), which

raises the natural question as to what signal is instructing

cells to reduce their traction. Later models have improved

agreement with experimental data by introducing terms

that decreased traction as cell density increases, a phenom-

enon dubbed ‘‘contact inhibition of force generation’’ (11).

Here we explore an alternative explanation for the reduc-

tion in cell traction. This explanation stems from a conceptu-

ally different approach to considering cell-populated gels.

Instead of treating the cells as a continuous phase, as done

previously by Barocas and Tranquillo (11), we considered

the cells as discrete entities. We propose that rather than

sensing average properties of the ECM gel, such as regional

cellular concentration or ECM density, the cells sense

changes in their local pericellular environment. We further

propose that when the ECM density within a defined volume

around a cell reaches a specific target value, the cell stops

compaction of the ECM to maintain this target pericellular

condition. We developed a mathematical representation of

this conceptual model to predict the gel compaction in terms

of the volume of the pericellular environment and the

concentration of collagen within this volume given the initial

collagen and cell densities. The validity of this model was

assessed based on its ability to predict the extent of macro-

scopic gel compaction by human umbilical vein endothelial

cells (HUVECs) and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, as well as by inde-

pendent microscopic assessment of the final pericellular

conditions. Fibroblasts were selected for these studies based

on their prevalence in in vitro studies of cell-mediated

collagen compaction and their aforementioned involvement
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.03.041
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in important in vivo processes. Endothelial cells were

selected as an additional cell type because they have been

shown to compact collagen gels during microvascular

network formation, with the degree of compaction corre-

lating with the extent of network formation (12–15).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Information on the processes used for cell culture, collagen gel formation,

and macroscopic measurement of gel contraction can be found in the

Supporting Material.
Cell death assay

At the end of each experiment, gels were fixed in formalin overnight, dehy-

drated, embedded in paraffin, cut into 8-mm-thick histological sections, and

mounted on glass slides. HUVECs and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts grown on tissue

culture-treated plastic and harvested while subconfluent were fixed in

formalin overnight and used as a comparison for the cell death assay. The

terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL)

in situ cell death detection kit (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN)

was used as directed for the cell death assay. Eosin was used as a counterstain

so that the total number of cells could be counted. The number of TUNEL-

positive cells and the total number of cells were quantified and used to calcu-

late the percentage of cell apoptosis. As an alternate method, a trypan blue

assay was performed to assess cell death. The protocol of Woodley et al. (16)

was used with a modification. Briefly, compacted gels were exposed to

0.05% trypsin-EDTA (Invitrogen) for 10 min at 37�C. Collagenase A

(Roche) was suspended in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (Invitro-

gen), and 300 mL per 1 mL trypsin-EDTA were added to digest the com-

pacted collagen gel. Isolated cells were centrifuged, washed, mixed 1:1

with trypan blue (Invitrogen), and mounted on a slide for counting.
Calculation of average cell traction
from macroscopic compaction data

The anisotropic biphasic theory (ABT) of tissue-equivalent mechanics (11)

was used to determine the traction parameter (stress generated per million

cells) over time for each experiment. The traction stress was equated with

the viscoelastic stress in the collagen gel since the two must balance in

a free-floating gel. The resulting equation was solved numerically to deter-

mine the traction stress at each time point in the experiment. Details are

given in the Appendix.
Confocal microscopy and image analysis
of cells and collagen

For microscopic analysis, HUVECs in 2 mg/mL collagen gels with an initial

cell concentration of 1 � 106 cells/mL were fixed and stained with TRITC-

phalloidin (Invitrogen) and DAPI (Invitrogen). Z-stacks of cells within

collagen gels were obtained with a 63X oil objective on a Leica SP5

confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and

collagen fibers were imaged in reflection mode using the 488 nm laser.

Because different signal/noise ratios were present in the original images,

imaging gain and offset settings were optimized for each condition. Stacks

of images were processed and quantified using a script written in MATLAB

(The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Phalloidin staining for actin was used to

define the cell regions. Specifically, Sobel edge detection was used to iden-

tify cell regions within each slice. Border dilation and hole filling were then

used to select the cell body from the remainder of the field. Confocal

imaging artifacts were removed from the collagen reflection images by sub-

tracting an image of a blank sample. An eight-pixel median filter, corre-
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sponding to a 2.26 mm � 2.26 mm region, was applied to each slice to

remove noise and smooth the collagen fibers. The range of pixel intensities

was then subdivided into seven different intensity levels, represented by

different gray tones, to provide a spatial contour map of relative collagen

concentrations. Defined cell regions were then overlaid onto the processed

collagen images, creating the final composites. Although the image process-

ing does not enable absolute quantitative comparison between different

images, it does allow for comparison between regions within each image.
Modeling and statistical analysis

Experimental data were fitted to the model by linear regression in the SPSS

statistical package (SPSS, Chicago, IL) with the y-intercept set to zero to

obtain values of model parameters for each experiment. SPSS was also

used to determine whether there was a significant difference between coef-

ficients of different experiments using a t-test. Statistical significance was

defined as p < 0.05.
RESULTS

Initial experiments are presented to highlight the limitations

of existing models and the effects of cell concentration and

collagen density on compaction. The new conceptual model

is then presented to account for these effects, and evaluated

by further experiments.
Gel compaction is a function of initial, but not final,
cell concentration and collagen density

Preliminary experiments in which we investigated the

compaction of a collagen gel by HUVECs indicated that

gel contraction occurs in the first 48–96 h, and thereafter

additional gel compaction ceases (Fig. 1, A and B). Based

on these initial experiments, we chose to run our subsequent

HUVEC gel compaction experiments for 48 h. As the initial

cell density increased, at constant initial collagen concentra-

tion, collagen gel compaction at 48 h at first increased and

then asymptotically approached one, a condition correspond-

ing to a gel with zero volume (Fig. 1 C). When the cell

number was held constant, gel compaction was inversely

related to the initial collagen concentration (Fig. 1 D). We

calculated cell traction from the gel compaction time course

data using the ABT (11). After the first day, total cell traction

decreased monotonically with time, regardless of the initial

cell density, and traction decreased to zero after 120 h of

culture (Fig. 2 A). A comparison of the calculated traction

per cell for gels with different initial cell densities shows

that the total cell traction was directly proportional to the

number of cells (Fig. 2 B). The time course of the traction

per cell (from the slopes in Fig. 2, B and C) follows the

same trend as the total cell traction over time.

One possible explanation for this is that the decrease in

cell traction with time is due to the death of cells in the

collagen gel. Consistent with previous reports (17,18),

apoptosis rates measured by the TUNEL assay for cells in

collagen gels were relatively low (1.4% 5 0.2% for fibro-

blasts after 96 h in the gel and 10.4% 5 1.5% for HUVECs

after 48 h) but greater than those for the corresponding cells
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FIGURE 1 Endothelial cell-mediated compaction of

collagen gels. (A) Time course data with constant initial

collagen density (1.5 mg/mL) and varying number of

HUVECs. (B) Time course data with constant initial

HUVEC density (1 million cells/mL) and varying initial

collagen density. (C–F) Investigation of compaction trends

with data at 48 h. (C) At constant initial collagen density,

gel compaction increases linearly, with increasing initial

cell density at first, and then approaches one asymptoti-

cally. (D) At constant initial cell density, gel compaction

is inversely related to initial collagen concentration. (E)

Final cell density is directly related to initial cell density

when initial collagen density is held constant. (F) Final

collagen density is inversely related to initial collagen

density when initial cell density is held constant. For all

panels, n ¼ 4–6 gels per point.
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grown on tissue culture-treated plastic (0.09% 5 0.04% and

0.15% 5 0.08% for NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and HUVECs,

respectively). The use of a trypan blue assay resulted in

slightly increased rates of cell death compared to the TUNEL

assay (5.3% 5 0.4% and 17.3% 5 1.4% for NIH 3T3 fibro-

blasts and HUVECs, respectively). Since both fibroblast-

and endothelial cell- populated gels showed dramatically

reduced compaction after 96 h, while exhibiting only small

(~1–5%) to modest (~10–17%) levels of apoptosis for NIH

3T3 fibroblasts and HUVECs, respectively, cell death is

unlikely to account for the decrease in cell traction. These

viability data suggest that cells down-regulate their traction

in response to some signal. This signal is highly unlikely

to be a target final cell density, since changing the initial

cell density while holding the initial collagen density

constant results in a wide range of final cell densities

(Fig. 1 E). Similarly, the signal does not appear to be a target

bulk collagen density, because the final collagen density

varies for gels with a constant initial cell density and varying

initial collagen densities (Fig. 1 F). Of interest, there is an

inverse relationship between the initial collagen concentra-

tion and the final collagen concentration (i.e., the greater

the initial collagen concentration, the smaller is the final

collagen concentration after the gels stop compacting)

when the initial cell concentration is held constant (Fig. 1 F).
This counterintuitive relationship between the initial and

final collagen concentrations has been observed by others

in fibroblast-populated gels (19,20), and is not found in

continuum-based models of cell compaction, as highlighted

later in the Results.
Model development and analysis

Instead of focusing on the average properties of the gels,

we propose that the signal to stop cell-mediated compaction

is a target pericellular collagen density within a specific

volume around each cell. This assertion is motivated in

part by observations that the local collagen density around

fibroblasts in compacted gels is greater than the collagen

density in a region farther from the cell (12). To gain insight

into cell-mediated compaction, we developed a mathematical

model of the compaction of a collagen gel. The model

assumes the total volume of the collagen gel consists of

pericellular volumes that undergo compaction, and the

collagen outside of these volumes, which does not get

compacted (Fig. 3). The volume occupied by cells is consid-

ered negligible in this model. This situation is described

by Eq. 1:

Vf ¼ Vc þ Vu (1)
Biophysical Journal 99(1) 19–28
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FIGURE 2 Cell traction time courses. (A) Calculated endothelial cell

traction force as a function of time using the time course data from Fig. 1,

A and B, and calculated using ABT of tissue-equivalent mechanics. As

compaction ends, total cell traction forces are reduced to zero. (B) An

increase in cell number yields higher total cell traction while the gel is com-

pacting. (C) Traction force per cell decreases with time and is reduced to

zero when compaction is complete.

FIGURE 3 Depiction of collagen compaction on a pericellular level. Only

the collagen within a defined volume around each cell is compacted and the

remaining collagen is unaffected.
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where Vf is the total final volume, Vc is the total of the peri-

cellular volumes that are compacted, and Vu is the volume of

collagen that is unaffected by the cells.

The total pericellular volumes can be represented in terms

of the number of cells, N, and the volume of compacted

collagen around each cell, V*. The volume of unaffected

collagen can be represented in terms of the original mass

of collagen, mo; the number of cells; the mass of collagen

that is compacted in the pericellular volumes, m*; and the
Biophysical Journal 99(1) 19–28
initial collagen density, ro. Substitution of these relation-

ships into Eq. 1 yields Eq. 2:

Vf ¼ N$V� þ ðmo � N$m�Þ=ro (2)

The initial gel volume, Vo, can be substituted for mo/ro.

Recognizing that co is equivalent to N/Vo and rearranging

Eq. 2 yields an equation in which the fraction of the volume

compaction, q, of a collagen gel is a function of m* and V*

(Eq. 3). The fraction of the volume compaction will be

between 0 and 1, where 0 signifies the same initial and final

volumes (no compaction), and 1 signifies the compaction of

the gel to a point where the volume is zero:

q ¼ 1�
�
Vf=Vo

�
¼ m�$ðco=roÞ � V�$co (3)

Eq. 3 correctly predicts that the extent of gel compaction

will linearly increase with increasing initial cell density,

with the slope of this relationship equal to m*/ro � V*.

The quantity m*/ro � V* is always positive because m*/ro

is the volume occupied by m* before it is compacted and

V* is the volume occupied by m* after compaction. Eq. 3

also correctly predicts that as ro increases, the extent of gel

compaction will decrease. Experiments presented below

will be used to highlight the relationships among co, ro,

and q that are in Eq. 3. One can imagine a number of other

simple models that might correctly predict the dependence

of gel compaction on initial cell and collagen concentrations.

A more stringent test of the descriptive power of the mathe-

matical model is whether it can correctly predict the counter-

intuitive relationship observed between the initial and final

collagen densities (Fig. 1 F). We note that the final collagen

concentration, rf, is given by

rf ¼ ro=ð1� qÞ (4)

Then, substituting for q in Eq. 3 and differentiation with

respect to ro gives Eq. 5:

drf

dro

¼
�
1 þ V�co

�
r2

o � 2m�coro

ðð1 þ V�coÞro � m�coÞ2
(5)

Since the denominator is always positive, the sign of

drf/dro is negative when (1þV*co)ro < 2m*co. Thus, Eq. 5
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predicts that the final concentration of the gel can either

increase or decrease with increasing initial collagen density

depending on the values of m* V*, co, and ro. For example,

when co or m* is small (i.e., there are very few cells or each

cell compacts only a negligible amount of collagen), the

presence of the cells would have a minimal impact on the

collagen gel and the final collagen density would increase

with increasing initial collagen density. In contrast, when

ro is small, the effect of a given number of cells that compact

a given mass of collagen is greater, thus opening the possi-

bility of decreasing ro leading to a greater rf. Although

Eq. 5 provides insights into the effects of specific variable

and parameter values on the sign of drf/dro, with no knowl-

edge of the values of m*, V*, co, and ro, it is not directly

evident when examining a single condition (e.g., Fig. 1 F)

whether increasing ro would increase or decrease rf.

Expressing drf/dro in terms of q,

drf

dro

¼ ð1� q� m�co=roÞ
ð1� qÞ2

(6)

allows for more direct evaluation.

If m*/ro >> V*, then Eq. 3 reduces to q¼m*co/ro and Eq. 6

can be expressed explicitly in terms of q:

drf

dro

z
ð1� 2qÞ
ð1� qÞ2

(7)

This condition is equivalent to r* >> ro. Published

values indicate that r* is about five times greater than ro

(12,13), suggesting that Eq. 7 can serve as a reasonable first

approximation. Thus, Eq. 7 predicts that drf/dro should be

negative when q R ~0.5 regardless of the specific values

of m*, V*, co, and ro. Consistent with this prediction, in

the experiment where Drf/Dro was negative (Fig. 1 F), q

ranged from ~0.5 to ~1.
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Experimental assessment of model

To investigate the ability of the model to quantitatively

predict the effects of initial cell and collagen concentrations

on macroscopic gel compaction, we carried out additional

experiments. These experiments focused on values of q

ranging from 0 to ~0.65, which are lower than those used

in the preliminary studies shown in Fig. 1, because this leads

to a linear relationship between q and co (Eq. 3 and Fig. 1 C).

Values of co and ro were chosen based on preliminary data

(Fig. 1) to achieve the target range of compaction. As

observed in the previous experiments (Fig. 1), gel compac-

tion increased with increasing initial cell number and

decreased with increasing initial collagen density, and the

final cell density was directly related to the initial cell density

(Fig. 4, A–C). For each experiment, the parameters m* and

V* were obtained by multiple linear regression in SPSS

with the y-intercept set to zero to reflect the model (Eq. 3).

The lower ranges of compaction in these experiments

also allowed us to explore whether Drf/Dro is positive

when q < ~0.5, as predicted by Eq. 7. In the earlier experi-

ment, particularly for q > 0.5, increasing initial collagen

density resulted in a decrease in final collagen density, i.e.,

Drf/Dro was negative (Fig. 1 F). In contrast, for the lower

q values explored here, an increase in initial collagen density

resulted in an increase in final collagen density at constant

initial cell density, i.e., Drf/Dro was positive (Fig. 4 D).

The fact that the observed Drf/Dro is positive in Fig. 4 D,

where the extent of gel compaction is <0.5, is consistent

with the prediction of Eq. 7.

To further explore the predictive power of Eq. 7, values

for Drf/Dro were obtained for all experiments in which the

initial cell density was held constant for two or more initial

collagen densities, as detailed in the legend to Fig. 5 (also

see Figs. 1 and 6). The calculated values for Drf/Dro were

compared with the model prediction and the prediction of
2 2.5

g/mL)

2.5 3

/mL)

FIGURE 4 Comparison of HUVEC experimental and

model predictions (solid lines). (A) An increase in initial

cell density at constant initial collagen density results in

increased compaction. (B) An increase in initial collagen

density at constant initial cell density results in a decrease

in compaction. (C) An increase in initial cell density results

in an increase in final cell density at constant initial

collagen density. (D) An increase in initial collagen density

results in an increase in final collagen density at constant

initial cell density. For all panels, n ¼ 4–6. Solid lines

are model trends using the fit parameters from Table 1.

Biophysical Journal 99(1) 19–28
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FIGURE 5 Investigation of the change in Drf/Dro as gel compaction

varies. (A) Values for Drf/Dro were obtained for all experiments shown in

Figs. 1 and 4, as well as additional independent experiments summarized

in Table 1, where initial cell density was held constant for two or more initial

collagen densities. Each experimental condition yields an average final

collagen concentration (rf) for the gel by using the compaction data and

Eq. 4. Two conditions with the same initial cell density and different initial

collagen densities (ro) can be used to calculate the average final collagen

concentration (rf) at each condition and thus determine Drf/Dro. In cases

where more than two initial collagen densities had the same initial cell

density, consecutive collagen densities were used (e.g., for three different

initial collagen densities, low-medium and medium-high densities were

paired to obtain two values for Drf/Dro). For each Drf/Dro, the average q

of the two experiments was used, with the horizontal error bar representing

the range of the two q values. The vertical Drf/Dro error bar was calculated

using propagation of error from the rf of each condition. The rf of each indi-

vidual gel was calculated and the average 5 standard deviation of all the

gels at each condition was used to determine the Drf/Dro value and the error

bar. The solid line represents the model-predicted values of Drf/Dro. The

dotted line represents the continuum-based (C-B) model-predicted values

of Drf/Dro. (B) Data from other groups (14,15,19–21) that investigated

compaction of collagen gels compared with the model prediction. The hori-

zontal q error bar was calculated as before. Since the rf for each individual

gel was not available, vertical error bars for Drf/Dro could not be calculated.
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a continuum-based model outlined in the Supporting Mate-

rial. Our experimental data follow the trend of positive

values for Drf/Dro at low q and negative values for Drf/

Dro as q is increased (Fig. 5 A). To further assess the ability

of the model to predict experimental results, we converted

data from five published studies (14,15,19–21) that investi-

gated compaction of collagen gels with varying initial
Biophysical Journal 99(1) 19–28
collagen density and constant initial cell density to q-values

to calculate Drf/Dro (Fig. 5 B). In agreement with the exper-

imental data from our studies, the model captures the trend of

decreasing Drf/Dro as gel compaction increases. Showing an

opposite trend, the continuum-based model prediction of

Drf/Dro increases as gel compaction increases.

To further explore the applicability and robustness of the

model for a wider range of conditions, we conducted two

additional experiments with HUVECs and one with NIH

3T3 fibroblasts. Consistent with the prediction of Eq. 3, there

was a linear relationship between the initial cell density and

the experimentally observed compaction (q) for multiple

experiments (Fig. 6, A–C). Data for the HUVEC and fibro-

blast experiments are plotted in Fig. 6, A–C, with the solid

lines showing the model predictions based on the fitted m*

and V*. Fit parameters for this data set are shown in Table 1.

The predicted compaction from all three experiments is

plotted against the observed compaction for each gel as an

overall assessment of the ability of the model to predict the

gel compaction (Fig. 6 D). The model consistently underpre-

dicts compaction for 1.0 mg/mL gels and overpredicts

compaction for 1.5 and 2.0 mg/mL gels (Fig. 6 D). These

over- and underpredictions may be due to the limitations

of the model as presented in the Discussion; in particular,

neighboring cells may compact collagen differently

compared to cells that are far apart.

Confocal microscopy allowed for visualization of cells

and collagen fibers within gels (Fig. 7, A–F). Actin fibers

were visualized in an area of the gel with no cells, a single

cell, and two cells (Fig. 7, A–C). In cell-free regions of a

gel imaged shortly after it was formed, collagen fibers are

randomly orientated and evenly distributed across the field

of view (Fig. 7 D). After 48 h, the collagen fibers are thinner

and shorter than those at the initial time point (Fig. 7 E).

These changes in the collagen fibers are cell-dependent and

do not occur in cell-free collagen gels (not shown). Of impor-

tance, based on visual inspection, the collagen appears to be

more concentrated in the pericellular region of compacted

gels (Fig. 7, E and F).

Image analysis was conducted to estimate the relative

collagen concentrations. This analysis, based on the observa-

tion that image intensity increases with collagen concentra-

tion (9,22,23), further confirms that collagen is concentrated

in the pericellular region after 48 h (Fig. 7 H). An inspection

of confocal planes (in the z-dimension) adjacent to the ones

shown in Fig. 7, E and F, reveals the presences of cells close

to, but not in, the specific confocal planes shown. These adja-

cent confocal planes reveal that the band of dense collagen

extending from the bottom left to the top right corner is

closely associated with cells in the adjacent focal planes.

Furthermore, regions of concentrated collagen that are

visible in Fig. 7 H but not near the visible cell are associated

with the cells seen in the adjacent focal planes that lie in that

region. Thus, the regions of concentrated collagen far from

the visible cell are likely not due to the far-reaching influence
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FIGURE 6 Results of modeling experimental data. Solid

lines are model predictions for each of the four initial

collagen concentrations used. (A) HUVEC experiment 1

(n ¼ 48), (B) HUVEC experiment 2 (n ¼ 96), and (C)

NIH 3T3 fibroblast experiment (n ¼ 24). (D) Analysis of

model fit using all three experiments; open symbols are

HUVEC, solid symbols are NIH 3T3 fibroblasts, and error

bars are the mean 5 standard error (n ¼ 168; *p < 0.005).
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of the visible cell; rather, they are influenced by other cells

that are out of the specific plane of view. Multicellular

structures often formed, particularly in HUVEC cultures,

as revealed by DAPI staining (not shown). When multiple

cells were colocalized, they jointly remodeled intersecting

pericellular volumes (Fig. 7 I), compacting the shared

volume more than neighboring matrix regions that were

primarily under the influence of a single cell.
DISCUSSION

A mathematical model was developed to characterize

collagen gel compaction based on the following assump-

tions: 1), collagen is compacted and will increase in concen-

tration within a certain volume around each cell; 2), the

collagen concentration will remain constant outside this

volume; and 3), once a target pericellular collagen density

is reached, gel compaction stops. This model qualitatively

predicts the effects of varying initial cell and collagen

concentrations on the extent of gel compaction, and, by

fitting two free parameters, provides reasonable quantitative

agreement with the experimental data. Assumption 1 is well

supported by our direct observation of collagen densities

around endothelial cells and fibroblasts, as well as earlier

microscopic observations of cells in collagen gels (12,24–

26). In support of assumption 2 is the microscopic observa-

tion that collagen concentration appeared unchanged at

a distance greater than scores of microns from fibroblasts

cultured within collagen gels (12).
TABLE 1 Compaction model parameters

Cell line No. of gels m* (ng/cell)

HUVEC (trial 1) 48 5.63 5 1.27

HUVEC (trial 2) 96 4.80 5 1.09*

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts 24 7.24 5 2.89*

Calculated parameters from two trials using HUVECs and one trial using NIH 3
In contrast to assumptions 1 and 2, there is no direct obser-

vation supporting assumption 3, but there are several lines of

indirect support. The values for cell traction calculated from

our time course data using the ABT indicate that cell traction

dramatically decreases around the same time that the rate of

macroscopic gel compaction decreases. If cell traction does

decrease when a target pericellular collagen concentration

is achieved, a natural question is, how do the cells sense

this target pericellular collagen concentration? Yamato

et al. (12) observed that fibroblasts showed increasing

pericellular collagen concentrations over time along with a

simultaneous decrease in the frequency of pseudopodia

formation. They speculated that the high concentrations of

collagen adjacent to the cell might promote such strong

adhesion forces that further pseudopodia formation would

be reduced, leading to decreased cell traction.

Alternatively, cells may not directly sense the collagen

concentration, but may respond to a parameter that correlates

with collagen density, such as matrix stiffness, pore size,

porosity, or diffusivity. For example, increased collagen con-

centration near cells likely corresponds to increased matrix

stiffness. It is unclear, however, whether this increase in

matrix stiffness would trigger decreased cell traction, for

others have shown that increasing matrix stiffness increases

the traction forces exerted by the cells coated on top of 2D

surfaces (27) or within collagen gels (28). Increased cell

traction in stiffer 3D gels is consistent with our previous

observation of more prominent actin stress fibers in

HUVECs in stiffer collagen gel (29), although others have
V* (106 mm3/cell) r* (mg/mL) R2

1.88 5 0.56 2.99 5 1.12 0.82

1.67 5 0.48 2.87 5 1.05 0.64

1.95 5 1.28 3.71 5 2.85 0.86

T3 fibroblasts (5 95% confidence interval; * p < 0.05).
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FIGURE 7 Raw and processed

images of 2.0 mg/mL gels seeded with

1 � 106 HUVEC/mL. Each column is

the same field of view representing

three conditions: no cells (A, D, and

G), a single cell (B, E, and H), and

two cells (C, F, and I). Processing of

fluorescently imaged actin (A–C) and

collagen fibers visualized by reflection

(D–F) was performed to obtain spatial

information about relative collagen

concentration (G and I). (G) A typical

acellular region shortly after gel forma-

tion shows collagen distribution before

compaction. (H) Individual cells com-

pacted collagen after 48 h within the

pericellular region. Compacted collagen

away from identified cell regions can be

attributed to vertically distributed cells

within the 3D gel. (I) Colocalized cells

jointly compacted collagen after 48 h,

resulting in high collagen concentra-

tions between cells.
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reported that traction forces of cells in at least one 3D matrix

did not change with matrix stiffness (30). Alternatively,

decreased cellular traction may result from decreased trans-

port of soluble molecules due to a change in the diffusivity

of the pericellular environment. Consistent with this view,

a recent article reported that increasing fibrin concentration

fourfold impaired endothelial cell outgrowth while

decreasing the diffusion of a protein-sized molecule by

two- to threefold (31). Increasing the bulk concentration of

collagen gels from 1 to 3 mg/mL decreases the diffusion of

a 70 kDa protein by <30% (32). It is unclear whether this

relatively small change in diffusion could cause cells to

decrease force generation.

An alternative possibility is that assumption 3 as stated

above is incorrect. It is possible that the cells continue to

generate significant forces throughout the duration of the

culture period. This continuous cell traction would be in

contradiction to our simulation results obtained using the

ABT (Fig. 2). It should be noted, however, that the ABT

treats both the cells and collagen concentration as contin-

uous, purely macroscopic variables; thus, the theory contains

no mechanism to consider an elevated pericellular collagen

concentration. An untested possibility is that as the cells

concentrate collagen in the pericellular volume and thereby

increase the local matrix stiffness, their ability to transmit

forces to collagen outside of the compacted volume is
Biophysical Journal 99(1) 19–28
impaired. Regardless of whether the reduced cell traction is

real, as speculated by Yamato et al. (12), or is the result of

the stiffer pericellular matrix blocking force transmission

to the uncompacted volume, in either case the effective

cell traction on the matrix farther away from the cells

decreases dramatically.

Although the mathematical model both qualitatively and

quantitatively describes the experimental data, it is not

without limitations. First, it is based on a very simple

conceptual model (Fig. 3) that neglects many aspects of

the real system. For example, the conceptual model divides

the gel into two homogeneous volumes of compacted and

uncompacted collagen without attempting to consider the

gradient of collagen density observed microscopically in

the pericellular compacted region (Fig. 7). In addition, the

model ignores any effects due to preferential fiber alignment,

which were also observed microscopically. There is also no

accounting for local synthesis, degradation, or cross-linking

of the collagen, which could be significant very close to the

cell even if negligible on the macroscopic scale.

A second major limitation of the model is that each cell is

in isolation and has access to enough collagen to accumulate

m* in the pericellular region. This condition is not met when

ro/co < m*, which makes the first term of Eq. 3 greater than

one and permits q > 1, corresponding to a physically impos-

sible negative final volume. To avoid this unrealistic result,
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we chose to conduct experiments in which there was ample

collagen for each cell to compact as much collagen as desired

(ro/co >> m*). This condition also corresponded to lower

values of compaction (i.e., q % 0.65) where the relationship

between q and co is linear (e.g., Fig. 6, A–C). An alternative

approach, not explored here, would be to develop an under-

standing of how a region of collagen gel is redistributed

when two or more cells are competing for it. Such an under-

standing would enable the development of more realistic

conceptual and mathematical models to describe gels experi-

encing greater compaction. It should be noted that even in

cases where cells are competing for a region of collagen

(e.g., the aligned collagen fibers between the cells in

Fig. 7, F and I), there are still regions near the cells with

increased collagen density and regions farther from the cells

that appear to have changed little compared to the initial

collagen concentration, which is consistent with the under-

lying assumptions of our conceptual model. Also, the degree

of compaction shown in Fig. 7 appears to be many-fold, in

contrast to our values for r*, which are ~20–350% greater

than ro. This may be because the boundary of compacted

collagen is not sharp and our values of V* may be overesti-

mated, resulting in an average r* that is smaller than what is

observed near a cell. This may be true, since assuming

a spherical area of compaction around a cell would result

in a radius of ~75 mm for the region of compaction. This

area in Fig. 7, E and F, would result in a circle that lies

just outside of the pictures shown, which may on average

include a larger area than is actually compacted.

Despite the fact that this initial model contains simplifying

assumptions (e.g., gradients in the collagen concentration are

ignored), which likely limits the accuracy of the quantitative

predictions, this model accurately captures qualitative

behaviors (e.g., the negative correlation between initial and

final collagen concentrations) that are not captured by other

more complex models, including the ABT. Thus, the concep-

tual model presented here, which treats cells as discrete enti-

ties that respond to their pericellular environment, offers an

attractive starting point for the development of more sophis-

ticated mathematical models that will be able to address

some of the features it does not consider.
APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF CELL TRACTION

For the analysis, we make certain simplifications of the full ABT (11) in light

of the experimental conditions:
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Resistance to interstitial flow is neglected because of the relatively small

size of the sample. For collagen gels, the relevant dimensionless

parameter is h2s0f0 / Gm, where s0 is a representative cell traction
stress (~1000 dyn/cm2), f0 is the interstitial drag coefficient

(~6.4� 106 dyn $ s/cm4 (33),), G and m are the viscoelastic constants

for the gel (11,850 dyn/cm2 and 1.24 � 108 dyn $ s/cm2 (33)), and h

is the gel thickness (1/1600 ¼ 0.16 cm). For our system, then, h2s0f0 /

Gm ~10�4, a very small value.

Motivated by the previous assumption, the initial homogeneity and

anisotropy of the construct, and the absence of external constraints,

compaction is assumed to be homogeneous and uniform.

Under these assumptions, the viscoelastic stress in the collagen network

must be exactly balanced by the cell traction stress, so the traction stress can

be estimated by calculating the viscoelastic stress in the network. We assume

that throughout the compaction, the gel remains an axisymmetric disc, with

a constant ratio of height to radius, and that the velocity field is assumed as

vr ¼
_R

RðtÞr; vz ¼
_R

RðtÞz

where R(t) is the radius of the sample, _R is its time derivative, and r and z are

the directional coordinates. For the compressible upper-convected Maxwell

fluid model, which was previously demonstrated to be applicable to collagen

gels (7), the constitutive equation is

1
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For homogeneous compaction, we expect the stress tensor s to take the form

s(t) ¼ sI, where I is the identity tensor. Substituting this, together with the

assumed form of the velocity field given above, into the constitutive law yields
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Rearranging gives
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At this point, the equations are discretized using backward differences for

the derivatives of R and s, and midpoint (trapezoid rule) approximations for

the values of R and s, leading to the following expression,
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where i ¼ 0,1, 2.., ti ¼ i Dt (where Dt is the time step), and Ri ¼ R(ti), etc.

The above can be rearranged to give
This allows us to compute the stress in the gel at any time during the

compaction, given knowledge of the initial stress (s(0)), the radius of the

gel (R(t)), and the parameters G, m (both given above), and n ¼ 0.2 (7).
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The time steps used were dependent on the time points for which data were

available (Fig. 1, A and B), i.e., 0, 4 26, 48, 76, 98, 120, and 214 h.
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